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National Geographic Books creates and distributes print and digital works that inspire, entertain, teach, and give readers access to a world of discovery and possibility on a wide range of nonfiction subjects from animals to travel, cartography to history, fun facts to moving stories. A portion of all National Geographic proceeds is used to fund exploration, conservation, and education through ongoing contributions to the work of the National Geographic Society. Product details. Grade Level : Preschool - 2. This book is full of pictures with the words of what the pictures are beside them or under them. Kids love looking at these pictures and with the single words, it helps teach them to read. Read more. One person found this helpful. Word for Book has been created especially young children. It will give them a head start in learning vital preschool skills such as language and number recognition. It includes the words that children are most familiar with by the age of five. Bright, colorful photographs of a hand of familiar and unusual objects, animals, and places will help to widen their knowledge of the world around them. Each section has its own theme, to help young children make the connections between words and pictures. knees, ankle. While learning words, kids will be introduced to early learning concepts also including colors, numbers, patterns, shapes, sizes, and matching. ear The National Geographic Little Kids Word Book will help children develop. eye reading, identification, and. National Geographic Little Kids Word Book: Learning the Words in Your World [National Geographic] on Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. National Geographic Little Kids Word Book: Learning the Words in Your World. National Geographic Little Kids Word Book: Learning the Words in Your World Library Binding – Bargain Price, June 14, 2011. by. National Geographic (Author). Visit Amazon's National Geographic Page. Find all the books, read about the author, and more. See search results for this author. Are you an author? It's a great book with lots of words and pictures. However my daughter lost interest in it fairly quickly, I think part of the issue is that is too large for a 1 year old to easily handle. Includes index. Presents hundreds of words with images representing each word, grouped together by such themes as shapes, food, games, pets, music, and seasons. How to use this book -- Alphabet letters -- Numbers -- Shapes -- Patterns -- Colors -- Car - Body -- Clothes -- The house -- The garden -- Good morning -- Good night -- What we eat and drink -- Family and friends -- School -- Fun and games -- In the street -- In the kitchen -- Fruit -- Vegetables -- Baby animals -- Pets -- By the sea -- On the farm -- Party time -- Let's make music -- Wild animals -- On the move! - - Creepy cra Like all the National Geographic Kids Everything books, Everything Mythology is more dynamic, visually exciting, and fun than the competition - with more information too! Everything Mythology introduces kids to gods of ancient worlds, including Greek, Norse, Chinese, America Indian, African cultures, and more. Packed with facts, colorful illustrations, and infused with humor, this fun journey through ancient lore will keep kids fascinated with every turn of the page. Told in simple yet lively text built with sight words and using picture icons to aid reading, National Geographic Pre-readers will enchant kids just beginning their journey with books. Come along on an adventure through the rain forest.